Dragon ball grand tour

The Dragon Ball GT series is the shortest of the Dragon Ball series , consisting of only 64
episodes; as opposed to its predecessor, Dragon Ball Z , which consisted of episodes, Dragon
Ball , which consisted of , and its successor series Dragon Ball Super , with episodes. The
series continues the adventures of Goku , who is turned back into a child by Emperor Pilaf
accidentally wishing this using the Black Star Dragon Balls in the beginning of the series and is
forced to travel across the galaxy to retrieve them. The first half of the series focuses on Goku,
Pan , and Trunks , while the second half brings back most of the prominent characters from
Dragon Ball and Dragon Ball Z. The first two anime series were directly based off the Dragon
Ball manga, which took much longer to produce than the anime did. Since Dragon Ball GT was
not based on the manga, no filler was required. It ran for 64 episodes, the last of which aired on
November 19, The series average rating was The series has also been aired across Japan by the
anime television network, Animax, where it is currently being regularly broadcast. Unlike the
Dragon Ball and Dragon Ball Z series, the creator Akira Toriyama had only minor involvement in
the show's early stages, setting forth the initial premise of the series, as well as creating
designs for most of the villains and main characters, including newcomer Giru. Early episodes
are much more comedic in tone, reminiscent of early Dragon Ball. The later episodes, however,
are action-packed and feature the same sort of dramatic tone that existed in Dragon Ball Z.
Originally intended to span 40 episodes ending after the Baby Saga , the series continued for
another 24 episodes, ending after two years on the air. They include series information,
illustration galleries, behind-the-scenes information, and more. They were out of print for many
years, but were re-released in April and this edition is still in print. While the set features
remastered audio and video, there are no subtitles, English or otherwise. It's also unavailable to
the general public due to its scarce numbers and its huge cost. Akira Toriyama is credited as
author in the ending credits of Dragon Ball GT ; he oversaw the series' production, this was the
same process that was used during the production of the anime series Dragon Ball and Dragon
Ball Z. He came up with the name of the series, drew a rough design for the GT logo, he
designed the GT appearance of the series main cast, and he designed the appearances of Giru
and the Grand Tour Spaceship used in the Black Star Dragon Ball Saga. Toriyama seems to
have positive feelings towards his work's continuation. He refers to his fellow GT staff as
"excellent", praising in particular the series animator, "animator Nakatsuru-kun is amazingly
skilled, and mastered the peculiarities of my drawings". Toriyama has said that watching GT
makes him happy, and that he enjoys it. Characters and events from GT have also been
included in recent Dragon Ball video games. Some fans do not consider GT to be an official
installment of the series, most often citing that the series was not directly adapted from a
Toriyama manga. However, GT has the fewest inconsistencies of the first three anime series,
making it difficult to burden the few that exist as a reason for the series to be set aside as
unofficial. On the same Dragon Box that Toriyama illustrated the Super Saiyan 4 form, he refers
to the series as "a grand side-story of the original Dragon Ball ". Notably, Sabat's statement is
one of very few recorded usages of the word "canon" by anyone involved in the production of
any Dragon Ball media. Funimation's GT logo. It is identical to the original logo used in the
original Japanese dub and the Blue Water English dub, but with few minor details added. This
logo was unveiled in the spring of The English adaptation of Dragon Ball GT ran on Cartoon
Network between November 7, and April 16, , but the version by FUNimation had a major
alteration: the first 16 episodes of the series, the "Black Star Dragon Ball Saga", were cut and
replaced by a single US-only episode which summarized the episodes; this became the new
series premiere and the rest of the episodes began with episode This edit was implemented by
the producers of the English dub to prevent viewers from possibly being put-off by these
differently-toned early episodes. The 16 missing episodes have since been released as the
"Lost Episodes". For example, a rap was used for the opening and used different clips from the
show to make up the visuals. However, when FUNimation released the series to two remastered
boxed sets in , the original Japanese music was restored, and English versions of the opening
and all four closings were created, which are all very close to the original versions. From early
until January , the FUNimation version, including the "lost episodes", was shown on Nicktoons.
Outside of the United States, excluding Australia and New Zealand a different English dub of the
series was aired, featuring the voice actor of Canadian voice acting group Blue Water Studios.
While the voices are different from both the American and international English dubs of Dragon
Ball Z , the original background music by Akihito Tokunaga was kept, the episodes were aired in
their proper order, and the scripts were kept much closer to the original Japanese version.
However, the international version kept the original Japanese theme song but used English
subtitles. An English version of the GT theme song was sung while this dub aired on Toonami
in the UK, however these were different lyrics to the original song and not a direct translation.
The GT Sets are not presented in high definition. The box set includes the last six episode of the

Baby Saga, Super 17 Saga and Shadow Dragon Saga , spanning the final 30 episodes
concluding the series. Because the original story comes from an anime rather than a manga,
this media is sometimes referred to as an animanga, a portmanteau of "anime" and "manga".
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video? Main characters designed and colored by Toriyama Perfect Files. GT appearance of the
series main cast designed by Toriyama Perfect Files. GT spaceship designed by Toriyama
Weekly Jump 52, Monmaasu scenery drawn by Toriyama Weekly Jump 52, Rudeeze scenery
drawn by Toriyama Weekly Jump 52, The main series cast on a Dragon Ball GT poster. Takashi
Matsuyama. Categories :. RDF feed. Series name. Universal Conquest Wiki. FandomShop
Newsletter GalaxyQuest. Other networks Cartoon Network Toonami. Scott Roberts 1st episode
Brendan Hunter. It is an English-only recap episode created by Funimation to work around the
first 16 episodes of the series, as FUNimation did not think the more adventure oriented tone of
those episodes would work well with western audiences. The episode begins with Goku and
Trunks getting wrapped up by some robotic ooze. Everyone wonders how it started, so a flash
back occurs to Goku training Uub. He and Uub have become completely equal in strength, and
after 10 years of training at the lookout Goku feels he's trained Uub in every way possible as
Goku bids Uub farewell and returns to his village. He then decides to head off towards home
when a mysterious light appears. The scene flashes to Emperor Pilaf and his minions who have
snuck into the Lookout. They were searching for the Dragon Balls , but not just any Dragon
Balls. They are looking for what are called the Black Star Dragon Balls. These Dragon Balls were
created by Kami before he and King Piccolo split into two people, so they didn't turn into stone
because King Piccolo and Kami were still alive as Piccolo. They found these mysterious Black
Star Dragon Balls in a hidden chamber under the lookout, and so Emperor Pilaf called the
dragon forth. However, before he can make his wish to take over the world, Goku arrives after
seeing the mysterious light while he is about to leave the lookout and return home and
recognizes Emperor Pilaf, and when Emperor Pilaf realizes who Goku is after discovering that
Goku looks familiar as he wishes Goku was a little kid so he could beat him up, unaware that
the dragon is listening. Ultimate Shenron grants the wish, and Goku is turned into a little boy of
12 years old, much to Pilaf's dismay. King Kai then contacts Goku. Goku enlists the help of
Bulma who builds a new spaceship, and Vegeta makes Trunks and Goten prepare to go look for
the Dragon Balls as well. Just before Goten boards the ship, he gets a phone call from his date.
Pan has snuck onto the ship, so she takes off with just Goku and Trunks on board. Giru leads
them to Machine Planet M-2 , but the Saiyans are attacked by a group of robotic people. They
capture Goku and Trunks, and now Pan must find a way to free them. This wiki. This wiki All
wikis. Sign In Don't have an account? Start a Wiki. Summary The episode begins with Goku and
Trunks getting wrapped up by some robotic ooze. Goku and Uub training The scene flashes to
Emperor Pilaf and his minions who have snuck into the Lookout. This episode was originally in
place of the sixteenth episode of Dragon Ball GT. Site Navigation. Categories :. RDF feed.
English title. Series name. Universal Conquest Wiki. FandomShop Newsletter GalaxyQuest.
Baby Saga. This saga is TV Original and not based on the manga. Its genre is "rap metal" or
"hip-hop fusion nu metal". The song was written and sung by Marcus Hall, also known as
Shorty the Man, using notes about plot points and ideas planned to be used in the series. He
was interviewed about the creation of the song here. One, two, three. For many a year the
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hteous, the innocent and the just must now depend, On themselves to defend mother earth
from the rebirth of the ultimate end. Now the tournament is over the closer the greed creeps, For
every good that's done further can evil seeps. Inside the very spirit that makes the good
compete. Black-star Shenron speaking normally Your wish has been granted. Now, he's a
Saiyan, strong. Pilaf makes him a child again. The Dragonballs are turnin', burnin' to end the
world and everything within. The ultimate battle between good and evil, who's gonna win? Goku
yelling KamehameHA! Lets override the powers that seek to destroy, Steal the innocence of our
worldly joy with their evil schemes. Hungry for the destruction that the evil brings. The power to
provoke, the hope to lose sight of the greater good, Then allow the race to catch ablaze like
sandalwood. This wiki. This wiki All wikis. Sign In Don't have an account? Start a Wiki.
Categories :. Universal Conquest Wiki. FandomShop Newsletter GalaxyQuest.

